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With the development of the Global Economic, more and more enterprises make 
Cost Control(Cost Effective) as the core strategy. It can enhance the competitive strength
in product cost and price. Enterprises are able to earn more market and profit by 
implementing the Cost Effective strategy. Compared with the Traditional Service, the 
EService are more flexible and cheaper. In certain industries, EService even can be the 
full replacement of the Traditional Service model. 
This thesis is to investigate the specific effect of EService in the cost reduction of 
Call Center Operation. The object is the EService in Company D. Then it might be able 
to provide the reference for the EService in other similar enterprises.
It starts with the overall introduction of EService(eg, definition, background, 
structure etc). It involves the object of ‘Call Center in Company D’, discusses the effect 
of how EService reflects in the Cost Reduction. It describes the key methodology of the 
research in this thesis – The Operation Management and Service Management. Then it
introduces the relevant research documents of EService. It discusses the situation of 
EService in China and worldwide regions. It also proves the specific impacts of the 
EService from the perspective of service facts. The main benefits are Cost Reduction, 
customer’s loyalty, human resource optimization and good customer experience etc. 
After the theories discussion, it begins to focus on the actual case discussion - the 
previous situation prior to the implementation of EService. It introduces the key cost 
components in call center operation and points out that the cost in human resource is the 
highest bucket in the overall cost of call center. Call center will not be able to provide the 
expected service level to customers with less human resource. However the raising 
operation expense caused by the increasing headcounts will be a burden as there are more 
incoming calls from customers. Hence EService is a perfect model for call center to 
adapter, it can help to find a balance point between cost and customer experience. 
In the procedure of the EService setup, it analyzes the key factors which probably 













Secondly it describes the main parts of the EService by the service blueprint, they are 
Contact Prevention, Self-Service Website and Online Tools(Chat and Email support).
Before customers need to contact Company D, Contact Prevention should provide 
the proactive support to customers to ensure their potential issues can be fixed. When 
customers needs to contact call center, make sure they can use the Self-Service website
and Online Tools. In this way, some issues will be resolved on the Self-Service website 
and Online Tools. It is to fix the issues of customers by the most cost effective support 
channels. In the last section, it evaluates the EService in Company D based on the 
theories of ‘Standards of the Excellent Service’ and ‘Best International Support Sites: 
Scoring Criteria’ from LISA (Localization Industry Standards Association). 
For the implementation, it mainly describes the specific procedures during the 
implementation and the questions that we need to focus on. By using the example of 
‘Downloads and Drivers’ enhancement project, it shows how to reduce the Web Failure 
Rate by the web enhancement. With the decrease of the Web Failure Rate, more 
customers will have their problems resolved on Self-Service website instead of 
contacting the technical support agents in call center. It reduces the call volume and 
results in the reduction of the operation expense eventually. 
Besides the benefit of EService, this thesis also points out the areas which company 
D need to focus on (eg. the IT funding investment and website localization etc). Last 
section describes the outlook of the EService in the industry. 
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